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Vintage
chic

Pete Hughes is inspired by all things vintage
this issue as he shows you how to create an
eclectic array of cards and keepsakes

BY PETE
HUGHES

TOOLS
� Sizzix Big Shot die-cutting machine (655268)� Sizzix Sizzlits Die Set 3PK, Decorative Vintage Set(657751), Sewing & Writing Set (657752)� Sizzix Textured Impressions Embossing Folders 3PK,Scallop Heart Doily Set (657763), Circle Doily Set(657762), Oval Lace Set (657761)
� Sizzix Bigz XL Die, Card, Circle Scallop & Bow (657758)� Sizzix Embosslits XL Die, Frames Ornate (657756),Frames Ornate #2 (657755), Labels & Bow (657757)� Sizzix Framelits Die Set 7PK, Ovals (657563)� Sizzix Framelits Die Set 4PK, Ovals Scallop (657564)� Sizzix Bigz Die, Small Easel by Tim Holtz (657187)� PC & printer

� glue gun
� sanding block

MATERIALS (for all projects)

� ornate picture frames

� lace ribbon
� organza ribbon

� ribbon
� raffia
� Pistachio Mint DecoArt Americana acrylic paint 

� My Mind’s Eye Lost & Found patterned paper 

� Ranger Tim Holtz Distress Inks & applicator

� Ranger Tim Holtz Adirondack Alcohol Inks

� adhesive gems

� 3D foam pads
� buttons 
� string
� mount board
� chipboard
� kitchen roll
� silver cardstock

� card blanks

TOP TIP
Inking over an embossed or

debossed image is a perfect

way to apply added depth to

your projects. Sanding over

coated papers is another

great way to enhance the

embossed detail
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PAPERCRAFT

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Water down some
acrylic paint and
roughly paint over the

frame before rubbing away
the excess with a piece of
kitchen roll to achieve a
weathered effect.

2
Cut a piece of
decorative paper to 
fit the centre and

deboss it using a swirly
accent embossing folder.
Use Distress Ink to bring 
out the detail.

attach to the background before
finishing with a length of
knotted lace as shown.

5
Die-cut the various parts
of the flower and ink the
edges before curling the

petals to add dimension. Mount
together and add adhesive
gems to the centre before
adhering onto the background
using 3D foam pads.

6
Die-cut the frame from
decorative cardstock
and use Distress Ink to

bring out the embossed
detail. Once done, create the
sentiment using a PC and
printer and trim to size before
attaching beneath the frame.
Finally, mount onto the
background and insert into
your picture frame.

Vintage picture frame

3
Die-cut the decorative tab
and distress the edges with
a sanding block. Print and

die-cut the photo using a
scalloped oval die and attach to
the tab with 3D foam pads.

4
Take a strip of floral-
patterned paper and
scrunch into a ball before

cutting one end into a chevron
and distress using a sanding
block. Thread the assembled
tab/photo onto the strip and
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SIMPLY MAKE

1
Cut a rectangle of
patterned cardstock and
emboss the lace bows

across the base. Use Distress
Ink to bring out the detail and
distress the edges before
attaching to a card blank made
from patterned cardstock. Add
a faux-stitched effect.

2
Die-cut the mini frame
and scissors from silver
cardstock and apply

Alcohol Inks in your chosen
colour combinations before
rubbing away some of the ink
on the embossed parts of the
frame. Attach your picture
beneath the frame.

3
Die-cut the bobbin from
cream cardstock, wrap
with raffia and use Distress

Ink to achieve an antique look.

4
Create the ‘Happy
BIRTHDAY’ phrase on
your PC and print before

cropping with an oval die.
Distress the edges using a
sanding block and mount onto

the card blank together with all
the other elements.

5
Finally, take a length of
green ribbon and vintage
lace and tie into a bow

before mounting onto the
finished card front.

Happy anniversary

Happy birthday

TOP TIP
Try die-cutting fabrics like

denim and hessian using Sizzix
Bigz dies to add extra texture to

your papercrafting projects

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Cut a strip of light brown
patterned paper and
deboss the swirl image.

Apply Distress Ink to bring out
the detail and matt onto a strip
of floral cardstock before
mounting onto the card blank.

2
Die-cut the frame from
silver cardstock and
decorate with Alcohol

Inks. Rub over the embossed
areas to remove some of the
ink. Use a PC to create and
print the ‘Happy ANNIVERSARY’
phrase and mount behind the
frame prior to attaching to the
base card using 3D foam pads.

3
Die-cut the bird and ink
accordingly before
decorating with adhesive

gems. Mount onto the card
front using 3D foam pads.

4
Finally, take a length of
gold satin and pink
organza ribbon and tie

into a bow. Attach to the card
front using a hot glue gun.
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TOP TIP
When using DistressInks, limit the
amount of coloursthat you use forgreater visual impact
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PAPERCRAFT

WHERE TO BUY
For information on all 

Sizzix products visit 
www.sizzix .co.uk

Homemade vintage

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Attach a rectangle of
vintage floral-patterned
paper to a piece of

mount board and ink
around the edges. Die-cut
an easel from chipboard
and attach to the back, so
the frame stands up.

2
Take a rectangle of
light blue/grey
patterned paper and

distress the edges. Deboss
the oval lace frame and cut
out the middle using an
oval die. Bring out the detail
with Distress Ink and 
further distress the outer
edges using a sanding
block, before gently tearing
in places.

3
Print your photo and
place behind the
embossed frame

before mounting onto the
floral background using 3D
foam pads.

4
Die-cut the scissors,
needle, cotton and
bobbin from text-

patterned paper and ink the
edges. Wrap a length of
raffia around the bobbin
and attaching to the frame. 

5
Thread a number of
buttons with ivory
string or cord and

attach using a glue gun.
Finally, tie a length of lace
ribbon in a bow and mount
onto the frame as shown.
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PAPERCRAFT

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Cut a 17x22cm
background for the
layout and apply

Distress Inks until you
achieve the desired effect.
Distress the edges with a
sanding block and attach a
strip of lace across the
bottom half.

2
Cut a rectangle of floral
paper, distress using
the sanding block and

attach to the layout. Take a
rectangle of patterned card
with the same design as the
background and deboss
using the doily embossing
folder. Use Distress Ink to
bring out the detail and then
apply a faux-stitched effect
around the edges, before
mounting onto the layout at
a slight angle.

3
Print your photo and
die-cut using an oval
die, before ink the

edges and mounting onto
the layout as shown.

4
Die-cut the two frames
using the Embosslits
dies, ink to bring out

the detail and use a PC to
create and print the phrases
before trimming to size and
attaching beneath the
frames. Mount onto the
layout using 3D foam pads.

5
Die-cut various parts of
the flowers, use Distress
Ink to add depth to the

edges and curl the petals
before mounting together as
shown. Embellish using
adhesive gems.

6
Die-cut the bird from
decorative text paper
and ink accordingly

before mounting onto the
layout to finish.

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Die-cut the card blank and
emboss using the doily
folder. Then apply Distress

Ink to highlight the detail.

2
Use a PC to design and
print the phrase ‘Very best
wishes’, trim to size and

ink the edges before adding a
knotted length of green ribbon
to one end and affixing to the
card front.

3
Die-cut the various parts
of the flowers, ink and
curl the edges of the

petals to add dimension, then
attach as shown using 3D
foam pads. Embellish the
flower centre with adhesive
gems to finish.

Delightful doily

Best friends 
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